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Communicating and Connecting in Relationships surmised good communication skills can be achieved
through active listening, understanding from the part of the talker and the attitude of the listener. I remember
in high school I learned the art of debating. Empathy, genuiness and warmth play a crucial role in effective
communication, building stronger families, friends and communities Petersen,  Here I will be able to put my
husbands feelings and thoughts into words, not only for clarity, but also to let him know I understand how he
is feeling and what he is saying. But as the attacker keeps going, I lash out with a heavy accusatory, criticizing
defense, which in turn causes a counter-defense. This puts the other person at odds because they have not been
heard but manipulated. I would focus on understanding what they are feeling and thinking, making sure I have
clarity as far as the message they are trying to relay. I remember one situation that a friend was telling me
something and I was so busy working on a response I totally missed his point of asking me to forgive his
inconsiderate attitude. Peterson outlines several listening techniques in chapter eighteen. The most crucial
element after reading a book like this is the practical application that one would start to incorporate into their
life. One of the areas that I need to incorporate first is my ability to repeat accurately what the other person is
trying to convey and be less domineering. All of this is to be accomplished without attacking, accusing,
labeling, or judging. Shelves: heal-the-world , nonfiction , interpersonal-relationships Yes, my mother was
right, I DID need to read this book. Honestly, what bothers me the most about this book is the level of
responsibility it expects me to take. The concept of decoding that Peterson talks about is one that I have to
work at  He keeps it simple and interesting. Ask the child the following series of questions: How many words
do you think you will remember? I often block out my part in the dispute, focusing in on his shortcomings.
This method can eliminate arguing by causing each person to focus on the others point of view, one at a time.
Petersen explained the concept flat-brain theory as emotions that are displayed in our stomach, heart and brain.
Another point that really got my attention was realizing that I indeed am more interested in my own point of
view Ibid. I would sometimes give a student a chance to answer a question and know what marks I was going
to award him before he is done. A Multi-faceted view of the self. Petersen has brought a new fresh perspective
in the communication model. The book has opened my eyes to many of my shortcomings that I need to work
on. Something we all need to work on! Peterson has helped me to realize that most people simply need a
sounding board to bounce ideas off. My wife is the most logical person to help me in most of these areas that I
have mentioned. Basically, in every situation, I would act as a facilitator, assisting the talker in sorting out
their feelings and thoughts, assessing whether they have a problem or predicament, and walking alongside
them to search for meaning and options. The amazing thing is that while he doesn't directly infuse scripture
into his writing, it becomes very clear that the methods that he's proven to be most effective actually point the
reader to the word of God and becoming more Christ-like to truly make the methods work in E I'm well into
Chapter 6 and this book is definitely exceeding my expectations. James C. Communicating and connecting in
relationships. Para-feeling and Para-thinking techniques will also be useful. In the area of listening, by
mastering the skills one becomes more Christ like by allowing the other person to share deep concerns and
work through their problem. I will use the skills that are outlined in chapter eighteen to improve my ability to
listen. It can also show how organized we are and how well we can master tasks. At one time I was able to
stand my ground, but I now find myself defending, which has been defined as being the same as attacking.
Their goal is to provide safety, to understand, and to clarify without agreeing, disagreeing, advising or
defending. Finally, the card provides warnings to both parties. Finally, Petersen constructively suggests that
terminating the destructive cycle entails letting go of winning prior to introducing the talker-listener process 
Petersen states, this is unhealthy when I choose not to respect the feelings of others moving from a friend to a
victor  Petersen declares that instead of reacting negatively but acknowledging what can be bother the other
person begins the downshift from anger to resentment 


